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from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 
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General acronyms 

 

Acronym Full name 

AE Agro-environmental 

API Application Programming Interface 

DCAT Data Catalogue Vocabulary 

DCAT-AP Data Catalogue Vocabulary – Application Profile 

DEM Digital Elevation Model 

DMP Data Management Plan 
 

EC European Commission 

EO Earth Observation 

EU European Union 

FMIS Farm Management Information System 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite Systems 

IACS Integrated Administration and Control System 
(digital instrument for CAP governance) 

INSPIRE Implementing Rules on Interoperability of spatial 
data sets and service 

LPIS Land Parcel Identification System 
 

NIVA New IACS Vision in Action 

MS Member State (of the European Union) 

PA Payment Agency 

OGC Open Geospatial Consortium 

OTSC On-the-Spot checks 

PA Payment Agency 

UC Use Case 

W3C World Wide Web Consortium 
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Project summary 

Modernisation of the Common Agricultural Policy depends in no small part on ongoing digitisation of 

the Agricultural sector. The Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS) is the key 

instrument for CAP governance in each member state. Currently, implementations of IACS vary 

greatly between member states. New IACS Vision in Action (NIVA) delivers a suite of digital solutions, 
e-tools and good practices for e-governance and initiates an innovation ecosystem to support further 

development of IACS and to facilitate data and information flows. Through a series of use cases 

identified by administrative bodies from 9 member states the digital innovation of their systems and 

processes will be advanced. Furthermore, the resulting innovation ecosystem will facilitate data and 

information flows enabling further development of IACS. While a pan-European uniform IACS is 
beyond the scope of this project collaborative development efforts will emphasise standardisation 

and interoperability thereby enabling re use of tools with minimal modifications.  

 

The overall project objective highlights the importance of harmonised data sets for monitoring 

agricultural performance; 
 

NIVA aims to modernise IACS by making efficient use of digital solutions and e-tools, by creating 
reliable methodologies and harmonised data sets for monitoring agricultural performance 
while reducing administrative burden for farmers, paying agencies and other stakeholders.  

 

Furthermore, specific objectives 1 and 3 emphasise key principles and actions that will be reflected in 

data management practice within NIVA; 

 

 Integrate and reuse IACS evolutions based on open standards and common services 

While the primary emphasis here is on technical solutions to aid IACS implementations, the 

development of common libraries of reusable processes, digital components and reference 

configurations by using open standards and open source will mirror the approach to data 

management where standardisation will be prioritised.  

 Reduce the gap between current use and potential broader use of IACS data. 

IACS and the Land Parcel Information System (LPIS) are critical CAP data sources with fine-

grained land usage data updated annually. This data resource is vastly underutilised regarding 

its potential for climate reporting. Issues of privacy and harmonisation need to be resolved in 
order to realise the full potential of this data. The DMP will look at how data from specific pilot 

actions can be made available through open access addressing privacy, harmonisation and 

other considerations. 
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One of the expected impacts under this call is to improve the potential of IACS for monitoring, analyses 

and control. This is to be achieved by incentivising administrations to share part of their LPIS 

information with EU bodies, academia and research institutions. In order to overcome barriers and to 

incentivise the sharing of IACS data, the systematic approach followed in this project aims at 
overcoming the two aforementioned pressing barriers for (re)use of data: privacy issues and data 

harmonisation / standardisation. NIVA will explore and develop guidelines on how data can be shared 

in an interoperable way while ensuring privacy, also making use of the CEF infrastructure and building 

blocks. These guidelines will be implemented in the Piloting activities and Large-Scale Pilot and 

improved through feedback from the piloting outcomes. To provide proof of principle, in the Large-
Scale Pilot the participating MS will deliver collective source data for further analysis, with the aim of 

demonstrating possible pan-European impact of data sharing for policy making and service 

development and to feed into KPI assessment.  
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Executive summary 

This Data Management Plan describes the data management approach for NIVA, summarising known 

data sets across pilot actions, documenting use case responses to FAIR provisions and identifying 

provisions for supporting open science and making research data processed by the project available. 

The first version of this deliverable outlines the strategy for data management to be followed 
throughout the course of the NIVA project. The plan includes guiding policies, data management 

guidelines and best practise. The DMP includes a structure to review data outputs from each of the 

use cases with an early testing of this format with 2 of the use case actions. The key priority from the 

use case review is to identify and describe research data outputs and to specify how this data will be 

handled in order to comply with open access requirements. 

 

This second version of the DMP reflects the outcomes of follow-up actions identified in D1.3 v1.0; 

 a review of remaining use case data related activities within the project with a view to 

identifying research and other data, 

 completion of a data management template for each use case that will be instantiated for 

relevant project outputs, 

 DMP updates that reflect outputs from WP3 (Harmonisation & Interoperability) where 

further data management protocols and standards are specified. 

A summary of the preliminary use case data review is provided now complete for all partners. Work 

on delivering specific FAIR descriptions for data related activities in each use case has advanced and is 
also documented. It is not possible to provide definitive templates in all cases depending on stage of 

pilot actions but these templates will continue to be updated throughout the project. 

 

This deliverable remains a living document which will be updated over the course of the project based 

on aforementioned follow-up actions and any significant changes (e.g. new data, change in consortium 
policy or structure). 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Structure of the Data Management Plan 
The document is broadly divided into three main areas; 
 

 The context for the Data Management Plan is delivered through the following sections: 

 
o Introduction including DMP Objectives, structure and relationship to other work 

packages, 

o Overview of risks to successful development and delivery of the plan, 

o Methodology, 
o Data Access Requirements & Policy, 

 

 An overview of data processing activities in NIVA (Use Case by Use Case) 

 

 Data Management Specifications 
o FAIR principles 

o DMP Use Case Template 

 

1.2 Objectives of the Data Management Plan 
The key purpose of D1.3/ Data Management Plan (DMP) is to define what datasets this project will 
generate or process, whether and how this data will be made accessible, and how they will be 

curated, stored and preserved.  

 

This DMP aims to ensure that NIVA activities are compliant with H2020 Open Access policies as well as 

recommendations from the Open Research Data Pilot.  H2020 mandatory requirements1 specifically 
relate to Research Data and EC guidelines define research data as follows; 

 

Research data is information (particularly facts or numbers) collected to be examined and 

considered, and to serve as a basis for reasoning, discussion or calculation.  Examples of 

research data include statistics, results of experiments, measurements, observations resulting 
from fieldwork, survey results, interview recordings and images.2 

 

 
1 https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/open-access-dissemination_en.htm 
2 https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/oa-pilot/h2020-hi-erc-oa-guide_en.pdf 
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However, projects may choose to make other data generated through the project available in open 

access mode on a voluntary basis. The Data Management Plan will review each use case identifying 

and setting out a plan for research data generated within the project and other additional data that 

may be available through open access.  

 

The Use Case Pilot Actions are the key mechanisms through which data will be generated and each will 

be assessed individually with regards to data handling and accessibility. The Data Management Plan 

will outline; 

 What data will be collected, processed or generated within the project, 

 What methodology or standards will be adopted, 

 Whether and how this data will be shared or made open, 

 How this data will be curated and preserved during and after the project 

In the case that some research data is not to be made available through open access, valid justifications 
for non-disclosure will be provided. 

 

1.3 Relationship with other work packages/tasks 
Task 1.4 (Data Management) and Deliverable 1.4 (DMP) form part of the efforts of Work Package 1 
and are therefore part of the overall activities aimed at controlling and ensuring project progress. 

There are significant linkages with WP2 (Large-Scale Pilot), WP3 (Harmonisation and Interoperability) 

and WP7 (Ethics). The DMP is being developed in consultation with WP2 stakeholders, in particular the 

use case leads tasked with driving forward the large-scale pilot. A key part of this process will be to 

identify research data that will be processed through the use cases and to describe the principles for 
making this data accessible bearing in mind project ambition and EC requirements. The data 

management task also has responsibility for ensuring that these H2020 guidelines and EU Public Open 

Data service infrastructure requirements are observed. This is closely aligned with Work Package 3 

which must ensure that IACS components developed by the project, including data, can be efficiently 

and effectively reused by a wider community.   

 

The Data Management Plan will identify what data is to be made accessible and how that data will be 

accessed. The Data Management Plan will consider the broad requirements of EU systems (e.g. related 

to discoverability and accessibility). However, it is through the execution of key tasks in WP3 that this 

open access will be fully specified and delivered, in particular; 

 

- T3.2 Recommendations for semantic interoperability (e.g. IACS core geographic data, IACS 

new and complementary data), 
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- T3.4 Recommendations on technical interoperability (e.g. requirements related to 

authentication and security to enable data exchange with EU systems, basic framework for 

data exchange, standardisation of data flows), 

- T3.5 Facilitate data exchange between IACS and other applications and reuse of data, both 

regarding technical and legal aspects. 

D3.2 common semantic model is being updated at regular intervals throughout the project. This is 

underpinning interoperability and data sharing as the use cases advance. Version 1 (m9) of the 

deliverable has focussed on core geospatial data which mainly impacts on geographic data coming 

from LPIS/ IACS data . The second version of D3.2 is working on common concept definition for input 
and output data related to the 9 x use cases which is being captured through UML diagrams. Priority 

topics for this version will include a common crop list. The final version of the deliverable will extend 

to looking at the opening of IACS to other domains and will be guided by output work from other tasks 

and deliverables such as the profile of priority data for external applications. D3.4 (Recommendations 

for IACS Data Flows), due M18, is developing recommendations to support interoperability across a 

wide range of categories including data exchange & cross IACS communication, standards & protocols 
and security & privacy. A comprehensive survey of paying agency existing practices is informing these 

recommendations. The development of the DMP has considered outputs from WP3 and has engaged 

with the WP3 working group to gather information and to highlight requirements and expectations 

related to the Data Management Plan. 

 

Ethical aspects of data processing are covered in WP7 through D7.1 Informed Consent Procedure and 

D7.2 Processing of Personal Data (POPD) and follow up deliverables that will include data 

anonymisation reviews and data minimisation reviews. Given the overlap in interests of WP7 activities 

related to personal data and WP1 DMP topics including the FAIR principles close collaboration between 

the task and deliverable responsibles has occurred including joint surveys / emails to use case leads on 
common issues. This collaborative approach should be reflected in the outputs and deliverables 

through a cohesive documentation of key practises and principles. 
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2. Risks 

The Open Data Goldbook commissioned by the EC as part of the European Data Portal project 

identifies a number of internal barriers or risks that might deter publication of open data. These are 

listed below. The risks will be monitored throughout the lifetime of NIVA and certain strategies will 

be adopted as needed to counteract the risk. 
 

Barrier/ Risk Response 

Data is not interesting Potential users will be the judge. Audience will be 

diverse with many different needs. 

The purpose or benefit for the organisation is not 

known 

Research data must be made available under the 

terms of the grant agreement. Consortium embraces 

importance of openness as means to driving 

innovation. 

There will be too many user requests for the data End-users will directly make requests as needed 

Users will draw superficial conclusions from the data May provide supplementary documentation where 

needed 

Data is not sufficiently accurate to be shared This risk is low given the nature of data in NIVA much 

of which is captured via machines.  

It will cost too much to transform the data to a 

standard format 

New data can be formatted in correct format from 

the off. Logistical issues will have to be addressed for 

pre-existing data. Significant resources in Work 

Package 3 will be invested in ensuring standardisation 

and interoperability.  

There is a risk to get a negative reputation Openness and Transparency can have a positive 

impact on reputation. 

Publishing low quality data could harm the image of 

the public sector organisation 

Use of standards will help.  

 

The greatest risk probably relates to ensuring full participation by all partners in the making available 

of data via open access. This can be driven by a lack of certainty around data value and benefit to the 
organisation, as well as logistical issues related to data formatting. The Data Management Plan is being 

completed through collaboration with Use Case Leads on a case by case basis. This process to date has 

been informative and reinforced the existence of some of the above risks. In order to proactively 

address these risks information sessions will be scheduled where needed to address any queries or 

ambiguities that may exist.  
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3. Methodology 

The first step of the DMP was to address the scope of the plan. The two primary drivers of the scope 

are project ambition & vision and external factors, particularly H2020 Open Access Requirements and 

initiatives. These driving factors are used to set out obligations and initial high-level guidelines for data 

management in NIVA. 

 

The second stage involves working with Use Case partners to identify the research data that will be 

generated throughout the project. The data summary for each use case will include information on; 

- Purpose of data collection/ generation and its relation to objectives of the project 

- Data types and formats and metadata standards.  

- Reuse of any existing data 

- Origin of data 

- Expected size of data 

- To whom might it be useful (data utility) 

Where available, information is being sought on open access delivery mechanisms though it is 
envisaged that this level of detail will only be fully compiled as Work Packages 2 and 3 progress. Each 
use case is being addressed on a case by case basis through direct engagement with the use case lead. 
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4. Data access and policies 

In addition to compliance with H2020 guidelines on FAIR data management, NIVA will participate in 

the EC’s Open Research Data Pilot. Furthermore, links with CEF EU Public Open Data service 

infrastructure and the European Public Data Portal will be fostered. This section will outline 

requirements and considerations that need to be addressed in order to fulfil these requirements and 
goals.  

 

4.1  H2020 Open Access Requirements 
Article 29 of the Grant Agreement governs the obligation to disseminate results. In the scope of the 

data management plan, Article 29.2 and 29.3 are of particular relevance outlining open access 

requirements to scientific publications and open access requirements to research data.  

 

Article 29.2 mandates that scientific publications must be made available in an accessible, timely 

manner and that bibliographical metadata must be also available in a standardised format with certain 

key inclusions.  Simultaneously, research data necessary for validation of the research must also be 

deposited in the relevant repository. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1 

 

Open Access to Scientific Publications (Art. 29.2) 

Each beneficiary must ensure open access (free of charge online access for any user) to all peer-reviewed 
scientific publications relating to its results. 

In particular, it must: 

a) as soon as possible and at the latest on publication, deposit a machine-readable electronic copy of 
the published version or final peer-reviewed manuscript accepted for publication in a repository 
for scientific publications; Moreover, the beneficiary must aim to deposit at the same time the 
research data needed to validate the results presented in the deposited scientific publications. 

b) ensure open access to the deposited publication — via the repository — at the latest:  
I. on publication, if an electronic version is available for free via the publisher, or  

II. within six months of publication (twelve months for publications in the social sciences and 
humanities) in any other case. 

c) ensure open access — via the repository — to the bibliographic metadata that identify the 
deposited publication. 

The bibliographic metadata must be in a standard format and must include all of the following: 

- the terms “European Union (EU)” and “Horizon 2020”; 
- the name of the action, acronym and grant number; 
- the publication date, and length of embargo period if applicable, and 
- a persistent identifier. 
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Article 29.3 requires that research data, and its associated metadata be made available through a 
research data repository to third parties. There are several well recognised research repositories 

available for use and tools such as re3data.org can be used to identify the most suitable repository. 

Pursuant to the updated Guidelines to the Rules on Open Access to Scientific Publications and Open 

Access to Research Data in Horizon 2020 (March 2017), NIVA will identify and make accessible the 

many different types of research data (in digital form) including statistics, results of experiments, 
observations resulting from fieldwork, survey results, interview recordings and images.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2 Exceptions 

 

The H2020 grant agreement allows for restriction of certain data access for reasons including; 

(a) protection of results (Article 27) where commercial/exploitation is a reasonable expectation and is 

feasible and justifiable, 

(b) confidentiality obligations (Article 36) applicable to data , documents or other material that is 

identified as confidential at the time it is disclosed, 

 (c) GDPR compliance requirements (Article 39) whereby any personal data processed must comply 

with both EU and National Law. Personal Data as defined by the GDPR legislation means any 

information concerning or relating to a living person who is identified or identifiable.  

 

Furthermore, sections (a) (i) and (iii) do not apply if the making accessible of this data could in anyway 
jeopardise the action’s main objective. As the Data Management Plan is completed, every effort will 
be made to identify and validate exceptions. 

 

Open Access to Research Data (Art. 29.3) 

Regarding the digital research data generated in the action (‘data’), the beneficiaries must: 

a) deposit in a research data repository and take measures to make it possible for third parties 
to access, mine, exploit, reproduce and disseminate — free of charge for any user — the 
following: 

I. the data, including associated metadata, needed to validate the results presented in 
scientific publications, as soon as possible;  

II. not applicable;  
III. other data, including associated metadata, as specified and within the deadlines laid 

down in the ‘data management plan’;  
b) provide information — via the repository — about tools and instruments at the disposal of 

the beneficiaries and necessary for validating the results (and — where possible — provide 
the tools and instruments themselves).  
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4.2  EU Public Open Data Service Infrastructure 
NIVA will look to develop links with the CEF EU Public Open Data service infrastructure particularly the 

European Public Data Portal through specific pilot actions. NIVA recognises that data must be both 

legally open (via license) and technically open (accessible in machine readable format and non-

proprietary)[Open Data Goldbook]. New data sets should observe recognised standards in order to 
make date discoverable and accessible. In particular every effort will be made to comply with DCAT, 

DCAT-AP, OGC and Inspire data standards for representing and processing data to ensure 

interoperability, sustainability and broad uptake.  Through the adoption of the most appropriate 

standards and a well-structured quality-driven approach from the outset, new data sets should be 

readily identifiable through the European Public Data Portal.  

 

Using Open Data Goldbook guidelines developed for the European Data Portal, use case leads will be 

asked to ensure that datasets are developed with best practice in mind in a number of areas including; 

 Data Quality  

o Content quality including completeness, cleanliness, accuracy 
o Timeliness (up-to-date) 

o Consistency of presentation and formatting 

 Data Preparation (Technically open) 

o Planned use of Linked Data techniques including RDF, vocabularies and URIs 

 Metadata  
o Human understandable and machine readable 
o Include info about local parameters, license, origin and quality 
o Metadata Mapping using DCAT-AP 

 Data Preparation (Legal Openness) 
o National and Supranational considerations 
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5. Data summary 

 

5.1  Inventory of Use cases 
The pilot action is comprised of 9 use cases in total summarised in the table below. The use cases 

collectively enable evolution of IACS from a compliance system to a performance monitoring one. 

Some of the use cases are very much focussed on digital innovation, in particular, the modernisation 

of current practises, for example, UC4a which seeks to use farmer provided geo tagged photos as a 
way to resolve queries and eliminate unnecessary on-the-spot inspections and UC2 which enables 

prefilled applications. The key immediate beneficiaries from these innovations are the farmers, 

through faster application preparation and more seamless payment processing, and the Paying 

Agencies gaining efficiencies through increased digital capability. Other use cases seek to drive data-

driven value for policy makers, sector innovators (private or public) and other societal stakeholders. 
For example, UC1b, Agro-environmental monitoring, will deliver a database of environmental 

indicators harvested from various sources including FMIS, application forms and EO monitoring. UC4b 

seeks to leverage data from farm machines as a data source for IACS and as an added value data source 

for farmers. 

  

Use Cases 
Category 

Use Case Item Data Overview 

Monitoring UC1a (OPEKEPE, Greece) 

Earth Observation, Monitoring & Traffic Lights  

Primary Data Source = sentinel images 

Secondary Data Sources = FMIS 

 

 UC1B (ASP, France) 
Agro-Environmental Monitoring (country level – 
DK, ES, FR, NL starting point) 

Multiple data sources = EO monitoring & 
application forms, FMIS, IoT, other. 

 UC1C (ARIB, Estonia) 

Farmer Performance 

Data sources – FMIS, farm machinery & 
other equipment, advisory services 
information systems 

Prefilled 
Application 

UC2 (NPA, Lithuania) 

Prefilled Application, GSAA/ LANDLINK 

Data Sources – Farm Registries, IACS, 
Public body information systems 

Farm Registry UC3 (FEGA, Spain) 

Farm Registry 

Data sources – PA records, GSAA, Other 
(crop records, property information, 
cadastre, hydrography, animal I&R 
databases, forestry records, machinery 
records, agricultural insurance, production 
sales etc.) 

Self-
Certification 

UC4a (DAFM, Ireland) 
Geotagged Photos 

Data Sources – user devices, notifications 
from PA system 
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 UC4b (RVO, Netherlands) 

Machine Data in GSAA as added value data 

Data Sources – farm machine data 

Seamless Claim UC5a (DAA, Denmark) 

LPIS: Update and Change detection 

LPIS  

 UC5b (AGEA, Italy) 
Scheme Eligibility and Payment Eligibility: Click-
and-Pay 

IACS, Farm Registries,  

 

In the following section, a preliminary assessment of each use case is documented in order to assess 
what datasets will be generated, nature of data processing actions and what research data might 

generated. The purpose of the assessment at this stage is to describe what is known about this data. 

This information was gained through a questionnaire delivered to each use case lead and level of detail 

at this point varied depending on progress of pilot actions.   

 

The pilot actions are focussed on increasing the efficiency of CAP, through for example automated 

processing, and also enhancing the use of data derived from both CAP implementation systems such 

as IACS and external systems such as FMIS. Each use case has relevance for all member states and as 

such, technologies developed through the pilot actions  will be tested in multiple jurisdictions. 

Therefore, standards based interoperability enabling multiple data source integration is important to 
ensure success. 

 

Many of the pilot actions have a core focus of improving existing operational processes (Claims 

Processing) through innovation. These include UC1a (Decision Support to flag status of claim), UC2 

(Prefilled Application), UC3 (Geotagged photo apps), UC4b (Machine data GSAA), UC5a (LPIS Update, 
Change & Detection) and UC5b (Scheme eligibility). The innovations rely on existing IACS data and 

processes as well as data from other sources (e.g. FMIS). Data access and interoperability will be 

underpinned by agreed standards as documented in related deliverables and in the FAIR templates for 

each use case. These use cases link to operational systems that process personal data and as such 

access to data has to consider the privacy policies of paying agencies and also the ‘openness’ of other 
systems such as FMIS.  

UC3 (Farm Registry) develops a common model for agricultural areas which will facilitate improved 

farm management. 

UC1b (Agro environmental monitoring) and UC1c (Farmer performance) deliver an enhanced view of 

the impact of farming activity on key environmental indicators both at land parcel and an aggregate 
level.  
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Access to the code bases for technologies developed are made available through the project shared 
gitlab NIVA instance. Each use case is considering interoperability and access through the design and 
development phases of their technologies with specifics available to date documented in the FAIR 
templates. 

 

UC1A Earth Observation, Monitoring & Traffic Lights 

What is the purpose of the data collection/ generation and its relation to the objectives of the 
project? 

UC1a will collect vector, raster and alphanumeric data from external sources like FMIS, Geotagged 

applications in order to clarify questionable outcome of the EO monitoring procedure. The format 

should be aligned with the recommendations from WP3 (technical interoperability). 

Will any existing data be reused? How? 

UC1a will use data vector and alphanumeric data from IACS - LPIS (e.g. farmers’ declarations). It will be 
used as input and output to EO algorithm processing engines, Decision Support System UC1a. 

What is the origin of the data? 

The origin of the collected data will be FMISs and UC4a for Geotagged images and for the existing data, 

the IACS-LPIS. 

What is the expected size of the data? 

Size of data is not known at this time.  

To whom might the data be useful (data utility)? 

This information will be useful to policy makers, national government and EU bodies and farmers 

Is the data discoverable with metadata? 

Yes, according to INSPIRE Directive, especially as far as the LPIS–IACS data, metadata is discoverable 

according to  

TG MTS Test campaign – Finding system metadata values 
(https://marswiki.jrc.ec.europa.eu/wikicap/index.php/TG_MTS_Test_campaign_–

_Finding_system_metadata_values) 
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What metadata will be created? 

A detailed metadata scheme will be implemented based on the recommendations from WP3, while 

INSPIRE standards will be taken under consideration in order to comply with internationally accepted 
standards 

What conventions will be followed? 

INSPIRE standards and recommendations from WP3 

How will the data be made accessible? 

Data will be made accessible according to Legal Interoperability (WP3). More discussion is needed 
around data security and privacy obligations. The data that comes from Farmer systems will need to 

be processed in a manner that respects GDPR and privacy regulations. 

 

UC1B Agro-environmental Monitoring 

What is the purpose of the data collection/ generation and its relation to the objectives of the 

project? 

The purpose of data collection in UC1b is to contribute to a database that can support continuous 

agro-environmental and country-level monitoring  to support environmental policy objectives. 
Through the integration of data from multiple data streams and the development of analytical 

models it will be possible to obtain agricultural and environmental indicators necessary to support 

CAP evaluation. UC1b deals with; 

 

 Input data – agricultural parcels with their corps, Sentinel derived data, FMIS 

 Output data – indicator value at various levels of indicator (TIER1, II or III) and various levels of 

objects (pixel, parcel, farm, administrative units, catchment areas) 

 
 UC1B will play a pivotal role in realising project objective #3  - Reduce the gap between current use 
and potential broader use of IACS. It is recognised that IACS data has great potential for climate 
reporting which is vastly underused.  
 

What type of data will be collected or created? 

From a general point of view, UC1b will rely on already existing data (IACS's holdings, plots and crops, 

Sentinel raw and derived data, farming practices if available from farmer's FMIS, soil and meteo maps 

from national agencies) which will be combined in different ways/algorithms through relevant agro-
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environmental models provided by research institutes (INRA mainly). Some of this data is public data 

and other data will come from Farm Management Information Systems 

Output data of UC1b will be AE indicators/data at plot level and other aggregated level for a region, a 

country or a sample of farms. 

 

What metadata will be created? 

A detailed metadata scheme will be implemented observing the most common and project agreed 

standards. INRAE has responsibility for developing the metadata for this use case.  IGN will also 

leverage its experience under INSPIRE to ensure compliance with required standards. 

 

What is the origin of the data? 

The data will be derived from multiple sources including mainly IACS  (holdings, plots, crops),  Sentinel 

satellite data, topographic data and for Tier II or Tier III indicators Farm Management  Information 
Systems, soil and meteo maps. There may be other reference data sources which have not yet been 

identified which will feed into this use case. 

 

What is the expected size of the data? 
Each of the 3 indicators in Tier 1 should be computed for at least %% of French territory (and hopefully 
also for each testing country). 

 
To whom might it be useful (data utility)? 
This information will be useful to farmers, advisory services, environmental and climate agencies, 

policy makers, national government and EU bodies for the purposes such as analysing trends, 

monitoring farming impacts and setting policy direction. This data will be useful to research institutes 
working on climate and environmental initiatives. Farmers and their advisory agencies will derive value 

from this data to guide their efforts to comply with environmental objectives and sustainability 

requirements. Industry may also eventually find the data useful to develop innovations that can assist 

farmers effectively and sustainably manage their parcels. 

 
What data in this use case will be made openly available? 
Tier 1 indicators based on  anonymised IACS information at a plot level  should be made available. 

There may be restrictions on making data that derives from Farmer sources such as FMIS and further 

consideration will need to be given to regulation, particularly GDPR. 

 
What provisions are in place for data security and privacy? 
More discussion is needed around data security and privacy obligations. The data that comes from 
Farmer systems will need to be processed in a manner that respects GDPR and privacy regulations. 
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UC1C Farmer Performance 

What is the purpose of the data collection/ generation and its relation to the objectives of the 
project? 

The purpose of data processing in this use case is to evaluate farmers impact on the environment, in 
particular through the usage of IACS and FMIS data. The core focus of UC1c will be to determine 

information gaps, map information systems and propose standards and describe APIs for data 

exchange between stakeholders and IACS. 

 

Will any existing data be reused? How? 

In the long term, IACS open data will be reused (made available for querying by other applications). 
FMIS dataset used in NIVA project also already exists, but in project mock data will be used.    

 

What type of data will be collected or created? 

From IACS side UC1c will use existing IACS data, specifically dataset which is currently already made 
available by the Estonian Paying Agency as open data. From FMIS side UC1c aims to collect data about 
agricultural parcels, crops grown and activities performed (e.g. ploughing, seeding, fertilizer use, 
harvesting). In NIVA project mock data will be used (developed prototype of microservice enabling to 
query IACS data and receive FMIS data will not be connected to operational databases of IACS and real 
FMIS). Mock data will be made available for testing in project development environment (Github). 
Results of surveys (two surveys have been performed to date, Estonian farmers survey and EU Member 
States survey about current state of IACS-FMIS data exchange) conducted during the project will be 
made available on project website.  

 

What metadata will be created? 

Metadata according to INSPIRE metadata regulation ((Regulation (EC) No 1205/2008)). Metadata of 

shared spatial data follows international standards  SO 19115:2003 "Geographic information - 

Metadata"  and ISO/TS 19139:2007 "Geographic information - Metadata - XML schema 

implementation".  

 

What is the origin of the data? 
Data will originate from IACS and FMIS (mock data).  

 

What is the expected size of the data? 

Size of data is not known at this time. It also depends on the size of a member state. 
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To whom might it be useful (data utility?) 

FMIS data will be useful for Paying Agency (and further for policy makers, national government and EU 
bodies) to evaluate farmer performance (e.g. by calculating indicators). IACS data, which is currently 

available as open data, will be made available for querying directly by FMIS (without manual file 

transfer by the user). Aim is to enable farmers to automatically transfer geospatial application aid 

(GSAA) and LPIS data from IACS to their FMIS and use there.   

 

What data in this use case will be made openly available? 

The IACS data to be used is already currently made available as open data. 

 

What provisions are in place for data security and privacy? 

In NIVA project UC1c will not use any personal data and for IACS and FMIS (Farm Management 
Information System) mock data is used. Development of the authorization component (which is 
required to deploy the data exchange microservice in real life conditions) is out of scope and therefore 
mock data will be used in development and testing.  

UC2 Prefilled Application, GSAA/ LANDLINK 

What is the purpose of the data collection/ generation and its relation to the objectives of the 
project? 

The purpose of the UC2 data collection is to benefit the farmers by creating an algorithm for 
preliminary parcels boundaries automatic delineation. Additionally, choose the best open source tool, 
configurate it and with robotized process harvest data from external sources. Based on crop type 
detection algorithm results from Sen4CAP project check if any results could be available before 
declaration period as preliminary crop type data, at what concrete time and of how much quantity 
(crop types/ parcels/area/farmers). 

UC2 will contribute in realising project objective #2 - Build on farmers’ acceptance of the Smart 
Monitoring methodology. UC2 will ensure that appropriate and relevant data are collected at the 
source become a reliable additional input for subsequent processes of payment and performance 
monitoring.  

 

What type of data will be collected or created? Will any existing data be reused? 

UC2 will rely on already existing data (validated GSAA parcel boundary in shape format ), information 
(data products available through web-services or similar way) from other related UCs (UC1a) and high 
reliability of the crop type or land cover classification based on the Sentinel data. In terms of existing 
data reuse this includes shared IACS data via national or INSPIRE geoportal and Sentinel satellite data.  
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What metadata will be created? 

A detailed metadata scheme will be implemented observing the most common and project agreed 
standards. UC2 generated preliminary information about parcels boundaries and their attributes will 
be discoverable with metadata. Metadata will be created based on the NIVA Semantic Model.  
 

What is the origin of the data? 

The data will be derived from multiple sources including Sentinel satellite data and IACS (holdings, 
parcels, crops, LPIS).  
 

What is the expected size of the data? 

Sentinel 2 data – 80 GB, validated GSAA data – 1 GB, preliminary parcel boundaries – 500 MB  

 

To whom might it be useful (data utility?) 

Prefilled Application idea is to minimize time that farmers spend to filling and checking application 
data and for paying agencies to reduce administrative burden.  
 

What data in this use case will be made openly available? 

It is anticipated that preliminary information about parcels boundaries will be made available including 
data which is currently publicly available such as Sentinel data. Anonymised IACS information at a plot 
level may be made available. There may be restrictions on making data that derives from Farmer 
sources such as FMIS and further consideration will need to be given to regulation, particularly GDPR.  
 

What provisions are in place for data security and privacy? 

More discussion is needed around data security and privacy obligations. The data that comes from 
Farmer systems will need to be processed in a manner that respects GDPR and privacy regulations. 

How will the data be made accessible? 

Data access will be enabled through interfaces based on globally adopted standards.  

 

UC3 Farm Registry 

What is the purpose of the data collection/ generation and its relation to the objectives of the 

project? 

UC3 proposes a common reference data model for a Farm Registry. 

 

UC3 will produce a Farm Registry Data Model for agricultural areas and updating and consulting 
interfaces (web services) to exchange information.  
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From the analysis of the existing data sets, we have concluded that the information that a Farm 

Registry for agricultural areas must contain is: 

– Basic information about the personal data of the owners that will allow to identify and contact 

them. The propose include a unique farmer id por internal use as well as 2 type of contacts. 
– Farm and agricultural plots that make part of it 

– Geospatial delimitation of the Farm 

– Type of farming and employees’ handwork type of a production unit 

– Tenure regime of a crop parcel 

– Land use 
– Product that is produced by the farmer 

– Cultivation system and cultivation detail 

– Seed type and organic farming certification 

– Labor type, irrigation type and dates of the specific labour carried on the crop 

– Use of fertilizers and phytosanitary products: product, dose and application dates 

The approach to the UC3 Data Model is: 

– Focus on the territorial dimension of farms: Farm Registry 

– A unique farm identification code for the farms across Europe.  

– The agricultural plot would be the minimum work unit: defined as farmer + crop + cultivation 

system 
– The information will be organized in three levels: 

 Farm location: farm, geospatial delimitation and basic use (Agricultural Land, 

Permanent Pastures, and Permanent Crops). 

 Farm produce: Annual geospatial delimitation of rainfed or watered crop 

 Methods of production: seedtime or date of the specific labour carried out on the crop, 

agricultural activity, fertilizers, plant-protection products. 

 

What type of data will be collected or created? 

Geospatial data from the Single Application of the previous year, as well as crops from each campaign 

and information on how they are grown (planting dates, agricultural activity, phytosanitaries and 

fertilizers), will be collected. LPIS and other external information will also be able to be collected. 

 

What metadata will be created? 

Alphanumeric data and geospatial information of the holdings will be created.  

 

What is the origin of the data? 

The origins of the data are the previous Single Applications, the LPIS, and external systems. 
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What is the expected size of the data? 

With respect to the number of holdings, in a first phase there would be a minimum of 231.468 that 
contain 2.311.854 geometries in their 2019 GSAA. 

The number of holdings to be included in a second phase, has not already being evaluated. 

 

To whom might it be useful (data utility?) 

– To farmers: keep their farm management up to date. 

– To managers: have updated and centralized information. 

– Administration (different levels): in order to obtain statistics and indicators 

 

What data in this use case will be made openly available? 

The location of the agricultural parcel and the annual crops. 

 

What provisions are in place for data security and privacy? 

No personal data will be provided in queries to the Farm Registry. 

 

UC4a Geotagged Photos 

What is the purpose of the data collection/ generation and its relation to the objectives of the 
project? 

NIVA aims to modernise IACS by making efficient use of digital solutions and e-tools, by creating reliable 

methodologies and harmonised data sets for monitoring agricultural performance while reducing 

administrative burden for farmers, paying agencies and other stakeholders  

 
Specifically, UC4a will play a key role in realizing objective 2 - Build on farmers’ acceptance of the Smart 

Monitoring methodology. The technology developed will ensure that the data collected at source can 

be used as a reliable input for payment and performance monitoring processes.  

 

Image capture of unique parcels of land through a mobile app will be used to provide evidence of an 
agricultural activity and therefore support and verify applications for aid. Furthermore, this data will 

help to reduce the chance of on the spot inspection. UC4a relates directly to the overall objective of 

the project. 
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What type of data will be collected or created? 

The use case will see the capture of geo-tagged photos of land parcels captured on mobile devices. 

 

In addition, a rigorous multi-actor approach has been employed in this use case with stakeholder 
engagement. Completed elements include key informant interviews (n=18), focus groups (n=41), and 

workshops (n=73). Data collected (herein referred to as multi-actor insights) includes rich detail on 

attitudes to existing and proposed technology, potential drivers and barriers to app adoption and it is 

the intention of the use case team to make this data available as research data.  

 

What metadata will be created? 

The metadata will include GPS coordinates, direction, gyroscopic information and device details. 

 

What is the origin of the data? 

The data will be captured by landowners/ farmers, payment agency inspectors or advisory services via 
an android or iOS Mobile device. 

 

What is the expected size of the data? 

The initial trial will be in Ireland where there are just over 1.3 million land parcels. Photos will not be 

systematically captured to support every application but will only be requested where there are 
discrepancies or additional clarification is sought by the PA. The size of data is not known at this time 

but the PA has indicated that they would hope for between 10,000 to 30,000 images per annum when 

fully operational.  

 

To whom might it be useful (data utility?) 

The data will be immediately useful to farmers’ serving to expedite support applications. Furthermore, 

the data will be beneficial to payment agencies enabling faster turnaround of transactions and 

decreased administrative costs through digital verification of land activity usage replacing the need for 

physical inspections.  

Initially the images will be reviewed by PA personnel who will use the data to resolve queries raised 
related to an application. Eventually, AI models may be used to complete the processing activities. In 

this case, the images could be of use to train and improve the AI models.  

 

What data in this use case will be made openly available? 

These photos are used to resolve queries related to potential non-compliance of individual BPS 

applicants and the data will be provided in response to requests by the PA. It is envisaged that the data 
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could be made available to 3rd parties for use in machine learning and other MS for the same task. On 

completion of the trials a further assessment will be made related to data value and data utility and 

the plan for access will be further evolved.  

Pilots will begin in May / June 2020 and the initial photos collected will be used to verify application 
functionality. These will not be shared and will be deleted after the pilot phase. The technology 

underpinning this use case is architected to allow for photos to be shared without any attached 

personal data. In principle the paying agency responsible for this use case is not opposed to open 

access during and beyond the proposal. However, the rigorous multi-actor approach has revealed that 

trust is one of the key issues that will determine whether or not this new technology is adopted by 
farmers. User groups have expressed high levels of concern that their data may be used for purposes 

other than specified (i.e. to resolve a specific query related to a claim). 

The multi-actor insight data collected through the multi-actor stakeholder engagement will be made 

available through a number of vehicles. This research data has been collated in a couple of key reports 

currently available on the project sharepoint repository. Additionally, high level findings are being 
disseminated through a series of public blog posts on the NIVA and partner websites, as well as a 

research article published by partner Teagasc 

 

What provisions are in place for data security and privacy? 

The photo capture guidelines will ensure precautions to help avoid capture of any information that 
might be linked to personal identity (e.g. persons in frame, vehicle registration plates). Furthermore, 

features will be added to the software programme to facilitate the removal or obscuring of any 

information that may be deemed in any way to have the potential to infringe on the privacy of any 

individual. DAFM is the use case lead and is ensuring that storage of photo data will be separate from 

Land Parcel data thereby preventing identity inference through data linkage. 

 

The multi-actor insight data is aggregated and anonymised. No personal data is contained in these 

reports. 

 

UC4b Machine Data in GSAA as added value data 

The use case deals with using data from farm machines as a data source in the Payment processes of 

the Payment Agency (PA). The data is very specific and can be used in updating registries GSAA or as 
additional information in Monitoring.  
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What is the purpose of the data collection/ generation and its relation to the objectives of the 

project? 

The data can be originally from different data types /formats as we collect the data from a variety or 

machines. We will start with Bogballe and will proceed to John Deere. From there we have not decided 
yet. The data will be put in a E-Crop format. The first test case is on catch crop. The aim is to provide 

geometries (first as polygon) and the data as the farmer in question, in crop type, time of the field 

activity. 

 

What type of data will be collected or created? 

This UC is about reusing data from other sources for IACS purposes. If the data is reused after using it 

for stored in the Payment Agency (PA) system is not foreseen now 

 

What metadata will be created? 

 

What is the origin of the data? 

Farm machines  

 

What is the expected size of the data? 

 

To whom might it be useful (data utility?) 

The user of the data is the PA 

 

What data in this use case will be made openly available? 

The data is used in the PA process. The nature of the UC is not in the open data domain 

 
What provisions are in place for data security and privacy? 

The UC provides a secure session for transmitting the data from the FMIS to the PA. The data integrity 
is something which is important to remember. In the beginning of the project the hope was to be able 

to make a common component with UC4a. This has not happened. I think if subcontracting is still an 

option this could be a part of this.  

 
How will the data be made accessible? 
The data will be accessible for the PA through a web service. 
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UC5a LPIS: Update and Change Detection 

What type/ format of data will be collected? 

 GDAL*, Shape files (polygon), JPEG, TIFF or JP2, GeoTIFF 

 
GDAL it’s a Geospatial Data Abstraction Library including many formats. Each format from GDAL are 
compatible or could be converted for the use of the French tool. If data provided are not GDAL 
compatible it won't be possible to run the tool. 

 

Will any existing data be reused? How? 

-        Existing LPIS in the MS 

 

What is the origin of the data? 

Existing LPIS in the MS 

 

To whom might the data be useful (data utility)? 

The output data of the use case will be relevant for every PA/MS in the EU, due to the scope of the use    
case – automatically updating of LPIS.  

 

What metadata will be created 

The types and sizes of elements for updating LPIS automatically.  

 

How will the data be made accessible 

MS will get access to the algorithms (source code + instructions) via GitHub, and will themselves be 
responsible of implementing and running the algorithms on their own data.  

 

UC5b Scheme Eligibility and Payment Eligibility: Click-and-Pay 

What is the purpose of the data collection/ generation and its relation to the objectives of the 

project? 

Data collected is the one already available in the Integrated Administration and Control System, or 

produced by other NIVA Use Cases. The former has formats that are partially defined by the EU 

Commission, while the latter are defined by the other Use Cases 
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What type of data will be collected or created? 

Uc5b will re-use data as normally stored in IACS ledgers, or as produced by other NIVA Use Cases. For 

comparisons, financial data of a Paying Agency will be considered. 

 

What metadata will be created? 

Description, source and responsible 
 

What is the origin of the data? 

Country-level IACS or NIVA Use Cases. Research data will be produced during the processing of digital 
contracts to measure the advantages/disadvantages of the new process. 

 

What is the expected size of the data? 

The size of research data produced will be a few GigaBytes 
 

To whom might it be useful (data utility?) 

Other Member States wishing to compare their aid application processing effort/time, thus costs, 

related to processing aid applications 

 

What data in this use case will be made openly available? 
 

What provisions are in place for data security and privacy? 
 
How will the data be made accessible? 
Planning to use the conventions inside the DG Agri study: Analysis of administrative burden arising 
from the CAP. Reference number: AGRI-2017-EVAL-04. The research data will be made available 
through a report 
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6. FAIR Data and NIVA 

In Horizon 2020 the European Commission has been encouraging open access to and reuse of digital 

research data generated by Horizon 2020 projects through the Open Research Data Pilot (ORD Pilot), 

following FAIR data principles - all research data should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and 

Reusable (FAIR). The FAIR principles ensure that data can be discovered through catalogues or search 
engines, is accessible through open interfaces, is compliant to standards to interoperable processing 

of that data, and therefore can be easily reused.  

 

Application of FAIR principles has relevance to the totality of data management in NIVA’s project – 
consideration of the core principles (within the context of regulation such as GDPR) is a useful structure 
to ensure the key objectives of NIVA referenced in the opening sections are achieved. With an 
immediate focus on use cases that will be ‘reusable’ innovations consider interoperability from the off. 
Data harmonisation and standardisation in order to achieve widespread modernisation of CAP is a key 
element of the pilot actions. While the principles are being developed with the immediate operational 
priorities and specific project objectives in mind, they will in turn support FAIR research data. 

 

6.1  Finding data 
For research data to be found and subsequently reused, it is essential to provide a detailed and 
meaningful description in the metadata. 

 

NIVA will create metadata based on common standards . The metadata standards used will consider 

the  following; 

- Standards such as Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT)3 particularly, 
o DCAT- AP, EU extension to the W3C metadata records in Europe, 

o GeoDCAT-AP extension for geospatial data sets 

Furthermore, various specifications from INSPIRE (Implementing Rules on interoperability of spatial 

data sets and services) will be referenced which themselves make use of existing geospatial and other 

standards. The INSPIRE Registry is a service giving access to INSPIRE semantic assets (e.g. application 

schemas, meta/data codelists, themes), and assigning to each of them a persistent URI. As such, this 
service can be considered also as a metadata directory/catalogue for INSPIRE, as well as a registry for 

the INSPIRE "terminology". Of particular interest is the INSPIRE metadata code list registry4. This 

contains the code list and their values as specified in the INSPIRE rules for implementing metadata. 

 
3 https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/ 
4 http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/metadata-codelist 
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6.2  Accessing data 
NIVA supports open science and believes in its associated benefits. For the dissemination of scientific 
results, the Consortium will establish and promote open access publications and partners will be 

encouraged to publish open access articles.  

 

Data access should be enabled through interfaces based on globally adopted standards. For example, 
NIVA will look to Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards for geospatial data. This could be e.g. 

the OGC Web Feature Service for feature data, OGC Web Coverage Service for coverage data, OGC 

Web Map Service for maps, or the OGC Sensor Observation Service for sensor data. By observing these 

standards, research data can be made available to as wide as possible a range of stakeholders. 

 

As open access is determined on a use case by use case basis, where research data is defined as an 
output and that data will be available by Open Access, then the Data Management Plan will be updated 

for that data to include access considerations. These access plans will specify how the data will be 

made accessible and related information; 

 

- Method of data access (existing or new portal, API, Web download, other.) 

- Supporting software 

- Supporting documentation 

- Restrictions on use 

Many datasets used for the pilots might be stored in databases which are not currently available 
through the Open Data portals. Once the use case specification and requirements have been 
completed this data may also be needed for the processing and visualisation within the NIVA 
applications. However, this data – in its raw format – may not be made available to external 
stakeholders for further use due to licensing and/or privacy issues. The data management plan will be 
updated as use cases evolve taking into account key platform and policy decisions and input from the 
relevant work packages. 

 

6.3  Data interoperability 
Interoperability is fundamental to NIVA success as it will ensure the necessary conditions for successful 

translation of successful national pilots into pan-European experiences. WP3 provides the 

interoperability specifications that will ensure that ICAS components developed by the project can be 

reused by a wider community. the NIVA Semantic Model, which will be described in the deliverable 

D3.2 - NIVA Common Semantic model, to be released in project month 12. The Semantic model is 
designed to ensure semantic interoperability and the tasks in this work package will follow an iterative 

approach firstly focussing on core geographic data and then evolving the model to consider 
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complementary or new data. T3.5 will investigate the requirements, including existing standards, to 

connect to other systems (e.g. FMIS, farming machinery, advisory services) and other applications (e.g. 

environment). While much of the focus will be on standards related to core IACS data (e.g. INSPIRE), 

consideration will also be given to 3rd party applications. For example, there are various standards 
applied related to Farm Management Information Systems (FMIS). The eCROP standard is one 

standard that has been chosen by the NIVA partners. More detail will be provided in the relevant FAIR 

template use cases. 

 

6.4  Promoting Data Reuse 
Whereby a specific pilot action produces research data that is to made available via open access, 

measures will be put in place to support reuse. Data access will be supported by providing information/ 

guides on the access methodology (repository/ web link) and other tools needed for access and 
interpretation. In addition to linkages with the Open Research Data Pilot and technical openness 

referenced in the preceding sections, legal openness will be delivered through licensing provisions, for 

example by means of a Creative Commons Attribution License. Research reports, where possible, will 

be made available on the project website 
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7. Data Management and Template & Guidelines 

This template will be completed by each use case lead when the open datasets have been fully defined 
and in tandem with key outputs from WP3 related to standards and interoperability. It will provide a 
specific record of the research data to be made available via open access and the measures enabling 
that accessibility. 

 

7.1  Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 
 

Dataset Title  

Type and Format of data e.g. text, spreadsheet, software, model, images, 
movies, audio 

Origin of Data (Provenance) Who/ what is the original source of data? 
How is the data collected (observation, simulation, 
recording, physical collection, experimental 
information, samples etc) 

Size of data What information is available on number of files, 
volume of data? 

Who will find the data useful? What individuals, entities will potentially derive value 
from reusing this data? 

 

7.2  Standards and Metadata 
 

What data standards will the data conform to? Specify the standards that will be used to ensure 
discoverabilty, accessibility and interoperability. 

What metadata will be used? What type of metadata will be provided and 
what standards for metadata creation will be 
applied? 

What documentation will support the datasets? Specify the documentation to be provided in 
order to enable understanding of the data and 
data access  
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7.3  Data Access and Sharing 
 

What is the data access and sharing policy? Specify extent of access (restrictions, fully open, 
closed). 

Include justifications if access is ‘closed’ 

Describe any other conditions of access, for example, 
if a data embargo applies. 

How will open data be accessible? Specify access mechanism, e.g. web download via 
new or existing portal, open repository, API. 

 

What licenses will be applicable? Specify licensing agreements, e.g. Creative Commons, 
GNU 

Copyright/ IPR Are there any applicable copyright or IPR 
specifications that will be included as a condition of 
access? 

Legal Restrictions What measures are adopted to ensure compliance 
with legal requirements including GDPR? 

Ethical Restrictions List any ethical considerations that impact on data 
sharing and what measure has been taken to address 
these issues. 

 

7.4  Data Archiving, Maintenance & Preservation 
 

Where will each dataset be physically stored? Which repository? Indicate type of repository (e.g. 
project specific, domain specific, open) 

What are the physical security protection features? What measures will be implemented to ensure data 
security? 

How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-
term value? 

What procedures will be put in place to ensure 
preservation? 

What physical resources are required? Infrastructure and other resources 

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 
and preservation? 

List individuals and entities 
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UC1A – FAIR TEMPLATE/ Earth Observation and Traffic Lights 

(pending further input from UC lead) 
 
UC1A is developing a smart monitoring system for Basic Payment Scheme, Voluntary Coupled 
Schemes & Crop Specific Payment for cotton. A decision support system will be developed to clarify 
discrepancies in information from IACS/ LPIS through cross checks with data derived from EO 
classification engines and external sources such as FMIS and Geo Tagged photo application. The DSS 
algorithms will generate a claim status (traffic light).  The results will be stored for use by the PA and 
accessible via export to appropriate geospatial files (e.g. GML format).  

 

From a research perspective, a key component of UC1a is the EO classification engine. In addition to 
that already developed by Sen4Cap, an alternative system will be sourced through subcontracting. 

Input data will be used to train the classification component with manual training eventually being 

supplanted by machine learning.  A report will be generated comparing the classification engines and 

will be made available via downloadable link on the project website. There may be restrictions on the 

availability of data used to train the classification system depending on FMIS terms, privacy concerns  

 

Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 

Dataset Title Various 

Type and Format of data Raster, Vector, alphanumeric data 

+ 

Key information from farmer declaration, e.g. 

declared crops, parcel geo characteristics, size, 

location, farmer ID 

Origin of Data (Provenance) FMIS, Geo Tagged photo, IACS - LPIS 

Size of data Early testing of Sen4Cap classification engine has  

worked with approx. 300,000 land parcels featuring 

31 labels 

Who will find the data useful? The information will be useful to paying agencies, 

farmers, national governments and EU bodies 

 

Standards & Metadata 

What data standards will the data conform to? JRC Data Model and INSPIRE + other standards being 

defined in WP3 

What metadata will be used? Metadata about the monitoring process to include 

assessment date, relevant sentinel images and  
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LPIS-IACS Metadata  

 

What documentation will support the datasets? An export process to appropriate geospatial files will 

include results, metadata about the monitoring 

process, summary of features 

Codebase will be filed on NIVA gitlab along with 

supporting documentation?  

Report analysing the competing classification engines 

is made available on project website. 

 

Data Access & Sharing 

  

How will open data be accessible? This has yet to be determined depending on FMIS 

terms and conditions. 

What licenses will be applicable? EU-PL 

Copyright/ IPR  

Legal Restrictions Existing IACS and FMIS data processing activities must 

occur in compliance with GDPR and other regulatory 

requirements. It is anticipated that new data 

processing activities will not apply to personal data 

(please confirm) 

Ethical Restrictions None identified at this time 

 

Data archiving, maintenance & preservation 

Where will each dataset be physically stored? The initial prototype NIVA DSS instance will be hosted 

on OPEKEPE infrastructure utilising existing data 

storage and processing resources?? Each paying 

agency will use its own existing infrastructure? 

What are the physical security protection features? As part of the NIVA DSS development, a security and 

access control component will be deployed to 

enforce required security mechanisms ensuring 

integrity, confidentiality and access control.  

How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-

term value? 

Results will be stored for review/ use by the PA and 

for timelines that adequately facilitate all processing 

of payment claims as well as comply with other 

regulation such as GDPR. 
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What physical resources are required? Infrastructure and other resources – this information 

is not fully defined at this time 

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation? 

The paying agency will be responsible for data 

archiving, maintenance and preservation related to 

payment processing activities. 

 

UC1B – FAIR TEMPLATE / Agro-Environmental Monitoring 

UC1B aims to capture data that will allow the calculation of agro environmental indicators which in 

turn can indicate the impact of agricultural activities at a field/ landscape level and at an aggregated 
level Each of the AE indicators will be developed in several “tiers”. Tier 1 will be based on fully public 

data while Tier 2 or 3 will be based technical data from farming activities that can be considered as 

personal data and subject to GDPR. The AE indicators are categorised into 5 categories of 

environmental issue; 

 

 Climate mitigation (Carbon budget, reduction of nitrogen fertilisers 

 Water quality (nitrates, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides) 

 Biodiveristy (biodiversity conservation, biological control, pollination) 

 Soils ( quality, erosion) 

 Landscapes (aesthetic value) 

For the purpose of NIVA UC1b will be developed 3 AE indicators aiming to assess the impact of 
farming activities on 

 Carbon budget 

 Nitrate Lixiviation 

 Biodiversity  

UC1b plans to publish each indicator for Tier 1 as open data at least at parcel level, on wide test areas 
in France and hopefully also in other testing countries. This is the data described below. No decision 
has yet been made on the publication of Tier II or Tier III indicators. Most of these indicators will require 
FMIS data and there may be privacy issues. 

 

Regarding further research purposes, the use case lead is considering feasible options for publishing a 
tranche of test input/ output data on a small area to support tool publication.  The publication of the 
full data set that underpinned tool development and testing would likely be prohibitive in terms of 
infrastructure and resource requirements. 
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Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 

Dataset Title Indicator X Tier 1 – Zone Y period Z 

Type and Format of data Geographic feature (pixel, parcel and/or 1km2cell) 

with indicator value + some metadata attributes 

Format not yet decided but shapefile is main candiate 

Origin of Data (Provenance) Data will be derived from many sources including 

IACS, and remote sensing (e.g. Sentinel 2) and for 

biodiversity topographic data.  

 

Size of data Datasets are very larger especially at an aggregated 

level. As an example, testing area Ain, a French 

region, has 31,000 agricultural parcels, account for 

1% of French territory 

Still to be fully defined for France, we are envisaging 

4 to 6 departments (around 30,000 parcels/ 

department) and 2 agricultural campaigns. 

Data volume may be bigger if it is decided to publish 

at pixel level. 

Who will find the data useful? Paying agencies, policy makers, famers, advisory 

groups, national government, eu bodies, statistical 

institutes, environmental agencies or NGO, private 

sector in agri-business 

 

Standards & Metadata 

What data standards will the data conform to? Crop types to be documented according to LUCAS or 

LCCs classifications 

What metadata will be used? UC1b will have to provide metadata at dataset level; 

for general classical information, we’ll use the 

standards recommended by NIVA. More specific 

metadata elements are envisaged to document the 

computation process, e.g. computation start date and 

computation end date. 

 

What documentation will support the datasets? This is still to be defined but description of output 

data in the user guide of UC1b will be a starting point 
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Data Access & Sharing 

What is the data access and sharing policy?  

Indicators for Tier 1 should be publicly avialble, as 

open data ; this is possible because these indicators 

are based on data that are already publicly available 

(mainly LPIS-GSA,  Sentinel images) 

How will open data be accessible? At least in France, there is a law preventing to publish 
IACS data on agricultural parcels if this data enables 
link to farmer.  This restriction might be avoided by 
removing the agricultural parcel identifier. 
Still to be defined. 

What licenses will be applicable? Still to be defined 

Copyright/ IPR Still to be defined 

Legal Restrictions A priori no legal restriction, if agricultural parcel 
identifiers are removed.  

 

Ethical Restrictions None identified at this point.  

 

Data archiving, maintenance & preservation 

Where will each dataset be physically stored? Within the project lifetime, development lead and 

testing PAs will utilise their existing infrastructures 

Still to be defined 

What are the physical security protection features? This will be determined when the full scope of data 

coming from farmer systems is identified along with 

related processing conditions and restrictions. 

Still to be defined 

How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-

term value? 

Still to be defined 

What physical resources are required?  

Still to be defined. Will depend if we decide to publish 

results ate parcel or pixel level. 

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation? 

Still to be defined 
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UC1C Farmer Performance 

UC1C has as its core aim the development of enhanced operability between IACS and other 

information systems in order to evaluate farmers impact on the environment. This will be achieved by 

mapping data sources, identifying gaps and proposing standards and APIs for data exchange. The main 

sources of data will be IACS and FMIS. This use case will make use of IACS open data as well as FMIS 
data. Within the project, mock data will be used to develop recommendations. 

 

Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 

Dataset Title UC1c IACS-FMIS dataset 

Type and Format of data Agricultural parcel geometries 

Crop types  

Agricultural activities  

Materials used (e.g. seeds, fertilizers, plant protection 

products) 

Origin of Data (Provenance) Source of data: IACS and FMIS 

IACS dataset: LPIS and GSAA data 

FMIS dataset: data entered by FMIS user (Farmer) 

For prototype UC1c uses mock data (product is using 

development environment data, not connected to 

operational databases) 

Size of data  

Estonian IACS development environment contains 

data covering whole Estonia. For FMIS mock sample 

data is used.  

Who will find the data useful? Paying Agencies and Policy Makers 

Farmers 

 

Standards & Metadata 

What data standards will the data conform to? eCROP: Semantic mapping of IACS and FMIS example 
datasets with eCROP standard have been conducted 
and can be found in Software Requirements 
Specification document of UC1cAt this moment 
prototype solution of UC1c is using crop type list of 
ARIB. To be further updated into common crop type 
list, according to NIVA WP3 recommendations.  
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At this moment prototype solution of UC1c is using 
list of agricultural activities and list of materials used 
proposed by FMIS provider eAgronom. Possibly to be 
further updated into common lists, according to NIVA 
WP3 recommendations.   

 

What metadata will be used? UC1c prototype does not use metadata. 

What documentation will support the datasets? Initial dataset mapping has been documented and 
documentation is available in the project shared 
repository SHAREPOINT which is curated by Project 
Coordinator WUR. Software components and 
supporting documentation will be made available in 
NIVA GitLab. 

 

Data Access & Sharing 

What is the data access and sharing policy? Estonian IACS development environment data is used. 

Development environment data is based on operational 

database data, which has been anonymized. For FMIS 

mock sample data is used. LPIS and GSAA data of 

Estonian IACS is made available as open data. 

How will open data be accessible? View and download services in EU INSPIRE geoportal: 

o GSAA data: https://inspire-

geoportal.ec.europa.eu/results.ht

ml?country=ee&view=details&the

me=lu      

o LPIS data: https://inspire-

geoportal.ec.europa.eu/results.ht

ml?country=ee&view=details&the

me=lc    

 

What licenses will be applicable? EU INSPIRE geoportal: under Creative Commons 3.0 

Copyright/ IPR There may be restrictions based on the commercial 

conditions of FMIS providers and these could vary on a 

case by case basis. 

Legal Restrictions Existing IACS and FMIS data processing activities must 

occur in compliance with GDPR and other regulatory 
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requirements. It is anticipated that new data processing 

activities will not apply to personal data (anonymized 

IACS development environment data and FMIS mock 

data used for prototype) 

Ethical Restrictions 

We are assuming that any pre - existing data 

processing activities are GDPR compliant. In case 

of new ways of processing of previously collected 

personal data or when new personal data will be 

collected and processed we need to establish 

compliance in respect to key GDPR measures. 

n/a 

 

Data archiving, maintenance & preservation 

Where will each dataset be physically stored? Data will be stored within current IACS and FMIS 

systems leveraging existing secure processes and 

infrastructures (for prototype IACS development 

environment data and mock FMIS data is used) 

What are the physical security protection features? It is assumed that established Paying Agency and 

FMIS provider infrastructure complies with required 

security protocols. This use case concentrates on data 

exchange between these systems. A secure REST 

endpoint component will enable data exchange in 

JSON format. While an authentication/ authorisation 

component will be necessary for roll out in the future 

this is out of scope of the current work which is using 

mock data and developing recommendations for 

interoperability. 

How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-

term value? 

For prototype IACS development environment data 

and mock FMIS data is used 

What physical resources are required? IACS infrastructure and project 

documentation/source code storage 

 

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation? 

This will be the responsibility of respective IACS 

‘owners’ (ARIB and testing Paying Agencies) and FMIS 

providers (for prototype mock FMIS data is used and 

FMIS dataset to be stored with other project 

documentation/source code). 
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UC2/ Prefilled Application 

The data collected in UC2 derives from existing sources including registries, continuous monitoring, 

previous applications and other public bodies.  

 

Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 

Dataset Title  

Type and Format of data Parcel boundary – outcome shape file  
Crop type upload analysis – outcome report 
document 

Data harvesting with robotised tool – whitepaper 
document  
 

Origin of Data (Provenance) IACS data via national or Inspire geoportal, Sentinel 
data, UC1a, validated GSAA data, results from 
Sen4CAP project, websites of public bodies. 

 Format shape file, .tiff tiles, HTML  
Collection includes farmers declaration, satellite 

information  

Size of data Sentinel data – 80 GB, validated GSAA data – 1 GB, 

preliminary parcel boundaries – 500 MB 

Who will find the data useful? Farmers, Paying Agencies 

 

Standards & Metadata 

What data standards will the data conform to? Metadata will be based on the NIVA semantic model 

which recommends a pragmatic approach with use of 

JRC model if workable. However it should be noted 

that work on the NIVA Semantic Model in the early 

part of year 1 largely concentrated on core geospatial 

data coming from GSAA/ LPIS and subsequent work is 

looking at input/ output data from across the use 

cases. 

Work will conform with INSPIRE directive. Research 

on various standards for CROP classifications has 

been ongoing. LUCAS is currently the forerunner for 

land cover and land usage metadata classification 

across use cases 
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What metadata will be used? See previous 

What documentation will support the datasets? Supporting software documentation in NIVA 
sharepoint and gitlab wil be provided in order to 
enable understanding of the data and data access  

 

 

Data Access & Sharing 

What is the data access and sharing policy? Preliminary parcel information – fully open, attribute 

data closed (only for IACS purpose) 

How will open data be accessible? Web download via existing portal 

What licenses will be applicable?  

Copyright/ IPR  

Legal Restrictions Data prefilled in applications is not personal in nature 

and only gets linked to personal information by data 

owners or data controllers (paying agencies) as part 

of application processes governed by existing 

compliant privacy policies  

 

Ethical Restrictions 

We are assuming that any pre - existing data 

processing activities are GDPR compliant. In case of 

new ways of processing of previously collected 

personal data or when new personal data will be 

collected and processed we need to establish 

compliance in respect to key GDPR measures. 

n/a 

 

Data archiving, maintenance & preservation 

Where will each dataset be physically stored?  

What are the physical security protection features?  

How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-

term value? 

  

What physical resources are required?  

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation? 
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UC3/ Farm Registry  

UC3 is developing a common reference data model that will underpin a farm registry for agricultural 

areas and could be used by every Member State. This common approach will facilitate the easy 

exchange of information with various interfaces. Development of the common data model is a complex 

task which necessitates harmonisation across a number of data types (see below). Work is ongoing 
with some decisions still to be taken. The UC3 data model is continually updated to reflect progress 

across data types. 

 

 

Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 

Dataset Title  

Type and Format of data Farm location – farm ID composed by the country plus 
a sequential number of twelve positions (Country: AA 
+ Number: XXXXXXXXXXXX), geospatial delimitation, 
basic use 
Farm produce – geospatial data of rainfeed or 
watered crop, crop type produced 
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Methods of Production – seedtime or date of the 
specific labour carried out on the crop, agricultural 
activity, plant protection products, fertilizers. 
All surfaces and other numeric data are expressed in 
decimal format with two decimals and dates are 
expressed as YYYY-MM-DD under the ISO 8601.  

See the use case documents (reference data model 

detail, the code lists and the scripts that load the 

tables with all the values) for more information. 

Origin of Data (Provenance) Previous single applications, LPIS, external systems. 

Further, Farm registry should be strongly linked to the 

future IACS and should be updated in a continuous 

way. 

Size of data Datasets will be very large with phase 1 processing 

data for 231,468 farms encompassing 2,311, 954 

holdings in Spain 

Who will find the data useful? Farmers, paying agencies, different Administrations 

(local, national, European) 

 

Standards & Metadata 

What data standards will the data conform to? In order to standardize the data, all the main concepts 
of a farm registry, as well as the proposed values of 
the data model, have been developed taking into 
account several European regulations (Regulation 
(EU) No 1307/2013 of the European Parliament and 
of the Council, Regulation (EU) No 1306/2013 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council, Commission 
Delegated Regulation (EU) No 640/2014 among 
others). 

A semantic interoperability exercise specifically 
related to crop type has been undertaken by this use 
case. There is a lack of a unified crop code list with 
various approaches adopted in different countries. 
An analysis of options has looked at Integrated Farm 
Statistics (Eurostat), Indicative Farm Classification 
(FAO), Common Catalogues of agricultural plants and 
vegetable varieties and LUCAS. The latter is a 
forerunner but a final decision on standard has yet to 
be taken  

Description of the farm is leaning towards usage of 
the INSPIRE data model but more detailed definitions 
may be needed. 
Furthermore, we have been working to ensure 
phytosanitary product standards. Owing to the 
challenge of achieving the same plant-protection 
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commercial products among countries, we propose 
to link the formulation of each product with their 
active matter. The idea is to have the active matter 
used per hectare. We are still working on it.  
Work is underway to agree a common approach to 
unique identifiers for holdings across all countries. 

We also use eCROP based JSON as data standard. 
 

What metadata will be used? Alphanumeric data and geospatial information about 
the holdings will be available. 

 
We have proposed a unique farmer id. We also have 
proposed a unique code for each production unit 
composed by the country plus a sequential number. 
This code is for internal use in the registry, it doesn’t 
mean to change the id codes defined in each country. 
To standardize the data, all the proposed values of 
the data model and code lists, have been developed 
taking into account several European regulations 
cited above.  
See the reference data model detail and the code 

lists. 

What documentation will support the datasets? In order to enable understanding, we have provided 
the reference data model detail in word format. We 
have also provided the source code of the 
WebServices, the scripts needed to create the 
database and load the code lists. Besides, we have 
shared all diagrams of data model, entities and 
classes and finally a JSON example, an Excel with the 
relationship of each JSON parameter with the 
database and a PDF that is a basic guide to test the 
WebServices. 

 

 

 

Data Access & Sharing 

What is the data access and sharing policy? At the moment it is not contemplated that the 
data will be shared, but in the future, some of 
them may be included as Open Data (it will be 
studied). 

 
If the Data provider (FEGA and the Spanish 
Ministry MAPA) agrees the publication of the 
data, as expected, the would be published 
typically under a CC-BY 4.0 License(*). This license 
allows the citizenship to use, share, adapt for any 
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purpose, even commercially, giving the 
appropriate credit to the Data Provider.   

 

(*https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/) 
 

How will open data be accessible? Data will be accessible through an API, securized 

with JWT, in a Rest way 

What licenses will be applicable? Licenses related to NIVA project 

Copyright/ IPR Licenses related to NIVA project 

Legal Restrictions  

The Farm Registry Data, due to its own nature (*) 
are not under the consideration of personal data 
but: 

 

Farmer Name and Contact  

 
Those fields will be private to the user and not 
public. Also, the service will provide a disclaimer 
advice informing the he ARCO rights (access, 
rectification, cancellation and objection) of the 
service 

 

Ethical Restrictions n/a 

 

Data archiving, maintenance & preservation 

Where will each dataset be physically stored? It is not known due to the nature of the project. 
Currently, NIVA is a research project. 

 

What are the physical security protection features? Physical security protection features are still 
unknown because it is not certain where the 
installation will be carried out. However, the API 
includes validation with JWT (username/password) 

 

How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-

term value? 

It is still unknown because, at the moment, NIVA is a 

research project. 

What physical resources are required? It is still unknown because, at the moment, NIVA is a 

research project. 

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation? 

The entity that uses UC3 
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UC4a – Geotag photo App 

This use case aims to develop a geo-tagged photo mobile application which will be used to resolve 

claim queries. In the event of supporting evidence being needed to process a claim, farmers and their 

advisors will be able to use this application to take a geo-tagged photo of the land parcel in question 

and submit the evidence directly to the paying agency. Adoption of this application will reduce the 
need for department inspections and accelerate claim processing, offering significant benefits to 

claimants and administrators. The key data component is a verified geotag photo including related 

metadata which serves a specific operational process leading to faster claim processing.  

 

Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 

Dataset Title Various 

Type and Format of data Geotagged photo/ Image files 

Multi-actor insight notes (audio recordings, 

document note and report files) 

Notes and processes used by DAFM to incorporate 

into internal system to allow requests etc.?  

Origin of Data (Provenance) The image data will be collected by farmers and 

advisors through Android and IoS mobile apps 

Multi-actor insights will be collected by use case lead 

partner TEAGASC in collaboration with TSSG and 

DAFM through face to face and virtual workshops, 

interviews and online surveys 

Size of data At pilot stage in the UC lead country (IE), there will be 

200 test users each generating approx. 3 x images 

each. When the system is fully operational the IE 

paying agency would estimate that there would be 

between 10000 and 30000 images captured 

(requested) annually. The application will allow 

photos of seed labels to be submitted. 

There are 4 NIVA PA partners involved in testing as 

well as 2 other PA. 

Who will find the data useful? Paying agencies, farmers, research 
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Standards & Metadata 

What data standards will the data conform to? Specify the standards that will be used to ensure 

discoverability, accessibility and interoperability. 

What metadata will be used? Metadata includes GPS coordinates, direction, 

gyroscopic information, Parcel ID and device details. 

 

What documentation will support the datasets? Geotag photo app codebase and related 

documentation will be included in NIVA gitlab 

instance 

Detailed reports describing methodological 

approach, data and insights will support MAA 

research data made available through project 

website 

Notes and processes used by DAFM to incorporate 

into internal system to allow requests etc.? 

  

 

Data Access & Sharing 

What is the data access and sharing policy? In geotagged photo testing phase participants have 

been recruited with the express understanding that 

images gathered will be destroyed following the 

initial tests. When the app is fully operational, privacy 

policies may have to be revised. Even though 

geotagged photos do not constitute personal data, 

the MAA approach has unearthed some issues 

around trust. In order to secure adoption these 

considerations will have to be taken into account 

when final data access (beyond operational) policies 

are agreed.  

 

The MAA research insight data is anonymised and 

therefore there are no concerns regarding sharing of 

the approach and results derived from the focus 

groups and workshops. Regarding photos, all testers 

have given consent for the photos to be used for the 

purposes of the NIVA project. The second test group 

will be asked for same. 
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How will open data be accessible? GEOtagged photo data could be made available in the 

future via an open data portal.  

MAA research data will be made available via 

downloadable link from NIVA portal and information 

is currently available on project shared drive. 

What licenses will be applicable?  

Copyright/ IPR Test photo data could only be used for project 

purposes? 

Legal Restrictions What measures are adopted to ensure compliance 

with legal requirements including GDPR? 

GDPR compliance is reflected in each paying agencies 

privacy policies and data processing activities. The 

geotagged photo app should not see the processing 

of any new personal data or any new processing of 

existing personal data Steps are being put in place to 

ensure GDPR compliance. 

 

Ethical Restrictions 

We are assuming that any pre - existing data 

processing activities are GDPR compliant. In case of 

new ways of processing of previously collected 

personal data or when new personal data will be 

collected and processed we need to establish 

compliance in respect to key GDPR measures. 

See above 

 

Data archiving, maintenance & preservation 

Where will each dataset be physically stored?  [DAFM] has put in place a system to store Geotagged 

photos separately to land parcel data  

 

What are the physical security protection features? The separation of geotagged photos from land parcel 

information ensures protects identity of individuals 

The geotagged photo app has a secure identity access 

management component. Photo data integrity is 

managed with the use of anti-spoofing technologies. 

Secure, protected modes will be used for near real 

time sending of pictures to central systems. 
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How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-

term value? 

What procedures will be put in place to ensure 

preservation? 

Geotagged photos will typically be preserved for 

operational purposes for the period required for 

claim handling and an additional predetermined 

number of years as required by guidelines that reflect 

requirements such as auditing and appeals. The 

management of the data is the responsibility of the 

respective data controllers, in this case the paying 

agencies. Whereby it is agreed that the geotagged 

photos can be made available for research purpose 

and that value can be derived from them relevant 

procedures will be put in place based on H2020 

guidelines and using Open Access repositories. 

What physical resources are required? Will vary per paying agency. Specifics on lead testing 

partner being compiled. 

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation? 

Will vary per paying agency. Specifics on lead testing 

partner being compiled. 

 

UC4b – Machine Data in GSAA 

The objective of this use case is to develop components that will facilitate the collection of data from 
farm machines as a data source for IACS resulting in benefits for farmers and paying agencies. The 
data in this use case is not ‘open data’ but data sourced from agricultural machinery in order to 
supplement claim information and data currently used by Payment Agencies. The software 
components developed to collect this data will be made available under an EU-PL license. 

 
Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 

Dataset Title  

Type and Format of data Data provided will include – farmer, relevant parcel,  
crop codes, agriculture activity, date of sowing, 
product used on the field (for example seed), amount 
of product , polygons of the performed activity  

 

Origin of Data (Provenance) Data will come from machine cloud or FMIS broker. 

NIVA connector and validator components will 

retrieve/verify data from farm machines and PA web 

services will pull in this data for payment related 

checks. 
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Size of data During the NIVA pilot, the UC provides agricultural 
activities. Little data is used.  

 

Who will find the data useful? PAs, Farmers, FMIS 

 

Standards & Metadata 

What data standards will the data conform to? Working to eCROP standards which in turn is 
harmonised to OGC  
The FMIS sends the data in an eCrop message to the 
PA.  

The PA stores the eCop message in n relational data 

model in the database of the PA. 

What metadata will be used? Metadata of the eCrop message 

Metadata of the relational database. The UC uses the 

datamodel of UC3 Farm registration. 

What documentation will support the datasets? NIVA components are being deployed on NIVA gitlab 
with supporting documentation  

The UC has specified a message book of the eCrop 

message. 

 

Data Access & Sharing 

What is the data access and sharing policy? The farmer sees in the connector the activity data 
which has to be sent. 

The farmer shares activity data after the farmer 
approves the activity data in the connector 
The data will be used in the payment application 

process. The data is sourced from commercial farm 

machinery and is not in the open domain. Data usage 

is to achieve operational goals and stakeholder 

involvement has revealed concerns among farmers 

about data sharing. 

How will open data be accessible? Operational data will be made available via NIVA 

components  

The UC does not provide open data 

What licenses will be applicable? NIVA component software will be made available 

using EU-PL 

Copyright/ IPR  
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Legal Restrictions Initial tests involve John Deere and Bogballe devices. 

Data is transferred via a FMIS broker. There are many 

open questions related to the FMIS broker including 

ownership/ development.  

Ethical Restrictions  

 

Data archiving, maintenance & preservation 

Where will each dataset be physically stored? The data will be stored at the paying agency using its 

data processing infrastructure. 

Data is stored in the GSAA database of the PA. 

What are the physical security protection features? Use of existing secure PA data infrastructures 

The data is sent from FMIS to the PA via a secured 

https transport layer. 

How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-

term value? 

Data will be preserved in line with standard 

operational practices and in accordance with terms of 

privacy and data protections polices 

What physical resources are required? Data is stored in the GSAA database of the PA 

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation? 

The PA is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation. 

 

 

UC5a/ LPIS Update Change & Detection 
The Land Parcel Identification System is a core part of IACS. Ensuring up to date information is 
essential to improved digitalisation and automation of CAP. This use case focusses on the 
development of automated change detection & update functionality through a series of algorithms. 
In order to develop these algorithms, data has been used from 2 x testing regions in France and 1 x 
testing region in Denmark. This data has been used to train the data models. The algorithms will be 
made available to other PAs via GitHub with source code and instructions and each PA will be 
responsible for implementing and running the algorithm on their own data.  

 

Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 

Dataset Title  

Type and Format of data Agricultural Parcel  

EFA 
Landscape Features (buildings)  

Orthophotos 
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3D Models (Digital Terrain Model & Digital Surface 
model) 

Formats – GDAL, Shape files (polygon), JPEG, TIFF or 
JP2, GeoTIFF 

Origin of Data (Provenance) Existing LPIS data will be used 

Orthophoto 

DTM 

DSM 
Potentially satellite imagery will be used in use case 
5a. But, it depends on the result of the call for 
subcontracting within WP6, the outcome of the call 
for subcontracting is not settled yet.   

 

Size of data The training data in the testing phase will be of 

approximately 3.000 km2 in Spain, France and 

Denmark. 

Who will find the data useful? PAs 

 

Standards & Metadata 

What data standards will the data conform to? Based on existing data 

What metadata will be used? No new data used – metadata is based on what is 

available on existing data sets 

What documentation will support the datasets? Soucre code and documentation will be provided on 

NIVA GitHub instance 

 

 

Data Access & Sharing 

What is the data access and sharing policy? Available to NIVA partners via GitHUB. Will also be 
available for PAs across EU.  

 

How will open data be accessible? The training data will be available via Gitlab/Github.  

What licenses will be applicable? EUPL 

Copyright/ IPR Part of the development will only be available in open 

source for the partners of NIVA and the PAs across 

Europe. 

Legal Restrictions No personal data is being processed 

Ethical Restrictions N/A 
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Data archiving, maintenance & preservation 

Where will each dataset be physically stored? Existing PA infrastructures 

The Danish PA have an ISO 27001 certification. 

What are the physical security protection features? The Danish PA have an ISO 27001 certification. 

How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-

term value? 

 

No plans have been put into place 

What physical resources are required?  

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation? 

 

 

UC5b/ Scheme eligibility 

UC5b defines the process to achieve a seamless claim (‘Click and Pay’), by piloting the Smart Contract 
concept (automated payment requirements) onto the existing IACS distributed ledgers, mainly by 
means of a model in which farmers will not need to collect supporting documents and present them 
in the yearly application, as the Paying Agency (PA) would already have access to necessary data 
through official databases. The development of the Use Case is being undertaken with the current 
existing IACS elements (e.g. the Farm Dossier and related IACS eligibility criteria) complemented, 
where necessary, by NIVA tools where available and feasible. The system developed will be used to 
automate payments based on a cross check between smart contract components (eligibility 
conditions) and beneficiary data (agricultural activity, farm size etc). The data itself resides in existing 
systems and accessed by the components developed by UC5b (click-and-pay, NIDAS, Simulation Tool). 
The transactional data is operational and may have personal elements. It is governed by existing 
privacy polies and will not be made generally accessible. 
 

Dataset Content, Provenance & Value 

Dataset Title  

Type and Format of data Using existing IACS data or as produced by other NIVA 

use cases 

Origin of Data (Provenance) UC5b will reuse data form IACS or data that is 

produced by other use cases. 

Size of data UC5b will use a sample of 1000 farmers applications. 

Who will find the data useful? UC5b returns payment orders (click-and-pay), 
entitlements and their value (Simulation tool), quality 
of data (NIDAS), useful for Paying Agencies, Farmers 
Associations and Farmers. 
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Standards & Metadata 

What data standards will the data conform to? To be decided. 

 

What metadata will be used? This use case uses existing IACS and NIVA UC data and 

will rely on pre-existing associated meta data 

What documentation will support the datasets? Web services documentation. 

 

A research report measuring the advantages and 

disadvantages of the new system will be complied 

and made available to other paying agencies through 

the project shared repository. 

 

Data Access & Sharing 

What is the data access and sharing policy? Data processing activities in UC5b are transactional in 
nature and have some personal attributes. This data 
will not be made generally accessible.  

Information on the new software components and 

research related to the new methodology will be 

made generally available. 

How will open data be accessible? UC5b will not produce open data; an open repository 
with mock-up data will be shared to test the 
component. 

 

What licenses will be applicable? n/a 

Copyright/ IPR n/a 

Legal Restrictions Beneficiaries that use the automated system will 

need to ‘own’ their own and update their own farm 

dossier containing relevant information. Processing 

of data within this farm dossier will be done according 

to the terms of privacy policies with payment claims 

and processing.  

Ethical Restrictions N.A. 

Click-and-pay, according to GDPR definition, executes 

profiling operations on farmers data, but no data will 

be made accessible. 

 

Data archiving, maintenance & preservation 
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Where will each dataset be physically stored? Dataset used by UC5b are stored in IACS subsystems 

databases. 

What are the physical security protection features? Dataset used by UC5b are stored in IACS subsystems 

databases of AGEA, that is certified to ISO/IEC 27001 

standard. 

How will each dataset be preserved to ensure long-

term value? 

 
Refer to ISO/IEC 27001 standard. 

What physical resources are required? Dataset used by UC5b are stored in IACS subsystems 

databases, so refer to IACS physical resources. 

Who is responsible for data archiving, maintenance 

and preservation? 

 

Refer to ISO/IEC 27001 standard. 
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8. Next Steps 

This updated DMP reflects further detail on data within NIVA, details which are being clarified as 

progress is made in the project use cases. It also reflects the specific actions taken by NIVA partners to 

realise the data management principles set out within the plan.  It has not been possible to detail every 

aspect of data management for the remaining duration of the project as development is iterative and 
ongoing and the decision process is dynamic, responding to the insights and learnings gathered at 

various stages. Many use cases have been very focussed on the tool design and development and plans 

for publishing output data are not well advanced at this time. For example, one area where it is not 

possible to provide a reasonable estimate, at this time, is on additional costs that might be incurred 

through making data available according to the FAIR principles. Examples of costs are those associated 
with data archiving, copyright licensing etc. The data management plan will remain a living document 

as pilot actions advance and respond to the context within which they are developed including 

technological considerations, research findings and opportunities and stakeholder needs.  

 


